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                                   “Facebook Tells people Where You Are” 


Facebook is a free social networking service that lunched in February 2004 has over one 


billion active users by September 2012. It lets a user to create profile and add others as a 


friend and share photos, messages and other information’s. (“Facebook,” n.d.) Since the 


lunch of the Facebook it has raised many privacy issues. As the networking site keep 


introducing new features to keep them up more interesting and lucrative new privacy issues 


are arising as well. One of their new feature is “Places”. It is a feature that allows users to 


share their physical locations with their Facebook friends. It also lets them to identify friend’s 


locations and visited places weather they have visited or not. Wherever they go they can use 


‘check in’ options which tells the location they have checked in as well as they can tag their 


friends which shows who they have checked in with. Even though, if they do not check in a 


place with a friend they can still tag them which shows they are with that friends. (Fowler, 


2010) Moreover, users can look through nearby venues, markets, restaurants, shops etc to 


find out what other friends are around.  


This features raised a great privacy concern to many organisations and individuals as it can 


be a great threat to individual’s security as well as a great concern of individual’s privacy. 


(Kiss, 2010) As any user can tag any of their friends and share their location with other 


friends on Facebook without tagged users consent. This feature may jeopardize the tagged 


persons privacy as well as security. Moreover, they do not even have to be physically with 


the friend to be tagged which is another huge issue of the feature. This can be used to 


embarrass or harm ones good reputations. Even though, users agreed to the Facebook policy 


and lawfully they are not doing anything illegal, but it is very unethical as when people lose 


their privacy in the society and sometimes exposed their private life to others that they do not 


want to be seen by others. On the other hand, many advertising companies are using the 


shared data without users consent which are being collected from Facebook and those data 


has been using in advertisement purposes. Another issue is the same data are being used to 


monitor user’s activities by individuals and by organisations. Even though, Facebook claims 


that the default setting of the feature is ‘friend only’ which means the information will be 


shared only with the friends by default. Users can remove the tag later on if they do not want 


to share the information. So, they have certain controls over the feature. However, according 


to the Electronic Privacy Information Centre and the American Civil Liberties Union of 
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Northern California said the control of the privacy settings of the feature is not enough to 


minimize risks and privacy concerns. They also stated Facebook should provide a clear 


privacy settings of “don’t allow” option when a friend first tag another friend rather than 


allowing them to tag in the first place and later remove the tag. (Fowler, 2010) This feature is 


directly or indirectly bringing harm to users which have impact on society as well. 


Before analysing the ethical issues and implications, it is important to define what privacy is 


and how it could be violated? “Privacy is the ability of an individual or group to seclude 


themselves or information about themselves and thereby reveal themselves selectively”. Even 


though, it may varies culture to culture but in general it is ones right to disclose themselves 


from others what they think its personal and would be defended if shared. It is a choice of 


sharing, storing and a way of leading that will not worry others life. ("Privacy", 2011) So, 


when someone’s personal information’s, life style or certain information that they would not 


want to be shared but somehow reveals by someone to others or something that reveals 


without their consent is violation of one’s privacy. According to Deontology, “It is the study 


of duties and rights. It focuses on the fundamental of human rights and the various entities 


responsibilities towards these rights: right to know, right to privacy and right to property” 


(Tavani, 2007).  When Facebook shares user’s locations and places they have visited, it is 


actually violating user’s privacy even though users agreed on some extent. User’s 


information’s are their property and that cannot be shared with third party without their 


consent. 


According to utilitarianism, “It is when the action benefits all parties such as customer and 


company plus the action is right if the benefit outweigh the overall cost involved” (Tavani, 


2007). Even though the feature benefits both companies and users but it is still a concern of 


privacy issue for many others. If most of the people are happy with the action and according 


to utilitarianism the action is right, however, lack of knowledge on the consequences of the 


action and desire of getting few benefits are few reasons behind their acceptance. On the 


other hand, Facebook is playing an egoism role here as it maximise their benefits in various 


ways while they ignore users privacy and security. 


According to Kant’s categorical imperative “never treat people merely as a means to an end 


but as an end in themselves (respect others)” (Tavani, 2007). Some of the information that 


shared by the feature may not be disrespect for some but may be disrespect for many others. 
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People do not want to be tagged in everything they do with their friends and sometimes they 


might be harmful for their self respects or even at workplaces. 


From the ethical analysis, it is obvious that this new feature that Facebook has introduced has 


privacy issues that may not be illegal but in many cases it is not ethical. Therefore, certain 


action needs to be taken to address the issue. Such as, Facebook may completely remove the 


feature for the overall wellbeing of the society as well as minimize the privacy issues. It can 


give user absolute control over their privacy setting. Moreover, they need to monitor the 


whole feature to make sure people’s privacy is not being invaded. People need to be educated 


as well. They should know how to control the privacy and the importance of it as well as the 


consequences of losing privacy in this information world. If more people get educated the 


more people will be concern about their privacy and they will act according to what’s best for 


them. Facebook needs to be more honest when it comes to store and share customer’s 


information. They should not share customer information with third party for advertisement 


purposes. There should be strict law regarding sharing customer information’s with third 


parties. 


There are number of things can be done to safeguard people’s privacy. Now the question is 


what are the options Facebook may follow to address this situation? They can remove the 


feature or give more control to users over privacy setting as well as educate them on the best 


use of privacy settings. However, many will argue that removing the feature is not right 


solution as it does have many benefits. Such as, people can find other friends around them, it 


may assist to track or monitor people that may be good for society. In a large location where 


it is hard to find friends, this feature may help to find them easily. (Kirschner, 2010) But 


when it comes to privacy it is more ethical to address the situation in a way that it would not 


grow in future. It’s like rather than cutting a tree from the top every day, cut the root. 


To make both parties happy, I would recommend the second option which is giving users 


absolute control over privacy settings and educate them. Users should be able to set their 


privacy settings “don’t allow” tagging, controlling over timeline location history as well as 


educating users so that they can decide how they would appropriately use it. This is a better 


solution for both users and Facebook company as the company can still implement the feature 


without compromising the privacy of users where else users would be happy as well as they 


will choose to use it or not. Moreover, user’s that doesn’t want to be tagged they could avoid 
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being tagged by friends. More users will be aware of the implications of this feature as well 


by being educated of the features pros and cons. 


To sum up, it is very important to understand technology is to serve human being not the 


other way round. If any technological advancement has bad impact on society weather it is 


ethical or unethical, legal or illegal it should be illuminated for the betterment of the society. 


If that is not possible then it should be addressed carefully to minimize the bad affect of it 


whether it is security, privacy or any other issues. So does, Facebooks new feature “Places” 


needs to be addressed seriously to confirm that technology is still serving the humanity for 


their betterment, not the other way round. 
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                                                                    Ethics Technique   


                                                 


1) What is going on? 


Facebook has introduced a new feature which they named ‘Places’. It lets people to share 


with others their location and places they have visited. This feature raises lot of concerns 


regarding user’s privacy. 


 


2) What are the facts? 


• The new features that Facebook has introduced allow users to share their locations 


and places they have visited. 


• It raises issue about user’s privacy. 


• Advertiser using users information without their consent 


• It has been using to monitor users activity without users authorisation. 


• Facebook claims the default setting of the feature is ‘Friend’ which means the 


information will be shared only with friends by default. 


 


3) What are the issues? 


• Violating others privacy even though lawfully it’s not illegal. 


• Sharing unauthorised information with third parties. 


• Unauthorised monitoring. 


 


4) Who is affected? 


• Facebook users. 


 


5) What are the ethical issues and implications? 


• “Deontology is the study of duties and rights. It focuses on the fundamental of human 


rights and the various entities responsibilities towards these rights: right to know, 


right to privacy and right to property” (Tavani, 2007) 


• When Facebooks shares user’s locations and visiting places it is violating user’s 


privacy even though users agreed on some extent. 


• User’s information’s are user’s property and that cannot be shared with third party 


without their consent. 


 


• “Utilitarianism is when the action benefits all parties such as customer and company 


plus the action is right if the benefit outweigh the overall cost involved” (Tavani, 


2007) 


 


• Even though the feature benefits both companies and users but it is still a concern of 


privacy issue for many others. May be maximum people are happy with the action 


and according to utilitarianism the action is right. However, lack of knowledge on the 


consequences of the action and desire of getting few benefits are few reasons behind 


their acceptance. On the other hand, Facebook is playing an egoism role here as it 


maximise their benefits in various ways. 
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• According to Kant’s categorical imperative “never treat people merely as a means to 


an end but as an end in themselves (respect others)”. 


 


• Some of the information that shared by the feature may not be disrespect for some but 


may be disrespect for many others. People do not want to be tagged in everything’s 


they do with their friends and some are harmful for their self respect. 


 


6) What can be done about it? 


• Facebook can completely remove the feature or give users more control over privacy 


setting. 


• They should educate users regarding strong security settings and its importance and 


consequences. 


• They should avoid sharing data with third parties for any kind of advertisement 


purpose or monitoring purpose without users consent. 


 


7) What options are there? 


• Completely remove the feature from the Facebook. 


• Give users absolute control over privacy settings. 


• Educate users. 


 


8) Which option is best and why? 


 


Giving users absolute control over privacy settings and educating them is the best solution to 


address this ethical issue. It will make both parties happy. Facebook can still have the feature 


where users get more privacy control and being educated will assist them to aware of their 


privacy and rights. 
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